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FAN PRESS

novel was changed (and to no improvement) in many spots — by the typesetters!VARLD I FARA (Endangered World), as the novel is titled,

Czechoslovakia
Lo! Spectra, which was the most active SF club in our country, metamorphosed into a club exclusively for school children. Its leader, Vladimfr Veverka, left the Fan Activity Coordination Board. "I finally have some spare time for my new club, Studio Clone," he said. Ths new club contains many

but settled for publishing small adverts in Swedish dailies in which the changes are condemned.Now of course everyone agrees that type-setters shouldn't spontaneously alter texts, don't we? Wrong: since the typesetters are fans, some fanzines have begun to appear from

which exceeds the official anthologies. Zdenek Rampas' fantho- logy of the best Parcon '85 stories also appeared this year, along with a fanthology of my own containing Anglo-American
.As you may have read in SoB 20, the long-awaited fanzine

This wasn't the first time that books published by LPF
sessions of the publishing house have been described as "oneshot evenings". It should be noted that the responsible

Its staff, which includes Jaroslav Olsa as editor-in-chief, consists of a couple of specialists: 0. Neff as film editor, P. Kosatfk as Szech-SF editor, and I. Adamovi? as foreign SF editor, among others. Unfortunately, the problems of printing continue to be great, so a happy future for IKXrIE still lays in the mists of unborn time. (Ivan Adamovix)
publication, but relied instead on the basic proof-reading

public about the sf publisher LFP. The publisher is sometimes

until the old ones are paid. LFP's John-Henri Holmberg has

Ir. Inge still doesn't seem satisfied, and the debate will,jo on. (Ahrvid Engholm)

France
The weekly magazine of the French railroads, La Vie du Rail, with a print-run of about 278,000 copies, is publishing a series of eight SF short stories this summer. This is the first time that VdR publishes any fiction; the whole scheme was cooked up by Stephane Nicot, who had been writing SF reviews for them, and added to it an interview with G.J. Arnaud, author of the "Compagnie des Glaces" 

only means of transportation, and indeed of survival (30 novels so far!). The stories in VdR are all original works by French writers, and include some railway element.(Pascal Thomas)

We were sad to hear about the death of Marjorie Brunner,
having suffered a stroke earlier this summer. She will be

In this issue
The 1986 Hugos: page 2. Editorial on Eurocon: page 3. Terry Carr 5 Carl Brandon, Jr: page 46S. A critique of American criticism: page 6. Video mania in Prague: page 7. General Products feud in Japan: page 8. Survey of Italian magazines: page 9. Feedback (letters): page 10.



HUGOS —at Confederation
Best Novel: Orson Scott Card, Ender’s Game
", ;:Si»s’se' zei“w- .f«. Fuji,

“*?“ °< “• "•»« «=»■ vh t y! Frederik Pol>l, "Fermi and Frost"Best Dr^Iwn Pn! T°" W?ller’ g-clence Stupid.

Mon1?88<!nd r?89 Worldcons- E«uh voter had to pay an addi- 
rec«d numbeSel:CtlOn fee> but we heard that the“ were a for % and Bn :°te”/his winners - New Orleansfor 1988, and Boston (the only official candidate) for 1989. New Orleans drew 53% of the votes, giving it a surprising

Xt rOund- Second in the race was theBermuda Triangle" boat bid with 25% of the votes cast. 
New Orleans’ Guest Of Honour will be Donald Wollheim. (Lynne Ann Morse)

Holland in 1990

Be« PrXf, rits“‘LaLion! the Futuren t Plu^bH-LlJ11“J- Editor: Judy-Lynn Del Rey Best Professional Artist: Michael Whelan Best Fan Artist: Joan Hanke-Woods
gemlProztoe!,Lotus, Charles N. Brown, editorBestc F^^ir^rS; Geor8e La8kowski’editor

John W. Campbell Award: Melissa Scott ConfaHnr»t/n ’’tk0 S°ld 27° PresuPP°rting memberships during eM C W3S bey°nd the most °Pti“istic expectations
wit th. M^8 C°”?ittee’ which ravelled to Atlanta along aidhtkh bid 3 publlc relations person, Johan-Martijn Flaton

The Holland^^reon181118 li3S°n Charlotte Kamermans. hai?from Wh? h e presence included a table in the maint-shirts hh \ 8611 PresuPP°rting memberships and
Center th exhibit fronl the Netherlands CongressCenter in the exhibition hall, and bidding parties on Friday Saturday and Sunday night during the convention.
SomeaHHit?y afternoon> every hutton and t-shirt had sold out. Some additional presupporting memberships were taken until ::::xsfXout; ?rr of heip for H°'iand 
various forms. Bellydancers entertained the party crowd on Saturday night. People who offered to throw parties aTtheir local cons were referred to the US agents of the bid. There On Sund!CrniOhta fiCh the bid giV6n to the raain co"“ittee.On Sunday night of the convention, the Perth in '94 bid

T?UfLo°XeS °f Party suPPUes to the party.Holland in 1990 gained a lot of support this convention Its appearance at Confederation, which looked a lot like a 
(Lynne°Ann Morre) AmeriC3n C3mpai8n" ““ a SuCCe8a’

J13113" Fllison wasn't even going to be at Confederation - ever, he was presiding at an auction held during the con ^ Mr ‘eV?186 fUndS f°r “““ °f M-ley Wade W ! m°an;diH \ i " C3me t0 COllect hls award> he insisted that’ h3Ve anythin8 to say. But he still managed to tell audience something meaningful to think about.8
Attendees of Confederation also got to choose the sites of

Nasacon.
THE FANNISH CHALLENGERAhrvid Engholm

BrX L ’T6 item was 018 Great Peanut Race. As the rtT n reali2e' fbe idea for this race has beenborrowed from the "Pork Pie" races. Since a peanut is considerably smaller than a pork pie. the rules for this
Some people might wonder what fannishness is like in northern Europe. Ice-bears with beanie caps? Deep-frozen corflu? Beautiful Scandinavian blondes distracting the faithful faned from his important Mimeographic Tasks?Well, it isn't exactly like that. Swedish fandom is holding three to four conventions a year, usually one of a bigger size and the rest almost entirely fannish minicons. The longest- running convention is Nasacon, a fannish summer convention. Nasacon 7 attracted 80 to 85 attendees, and GoH was the old- time fan and book editor JBrgen Peterzdn - the rule that veteran fans usually become book editors carries a lot of weight, even in Sweden.Swedish fandom is growing: from 50 fanzines in 1976 to 300 or 400 fanzines now, with the number of cons increasing from one to about four conventions yearly. As a consequence, fandom here depends on its neofans. The neofans are the faaans of the fuuuture, mind you. We try to attract them to our small fannish conventions, too — so even fannish conventions over here need films and serious panels. However, we keep even the serious panels lighthearted. One of the films at Nasacon was "The Rocky Horror Picture Show", a cult film showing many fannish facets. Another item was a discussion about nuclear power, joyfully inspired by Chernobyl, of course. We were sitting in our protective suits, choking from radio-active dust, and wondered how some North-American papers could
Jto»leLthat half the Swedish "Enlatl» was being Bill ™d’ ber ferious Items was imported from the USA:in “ Aalerican fan known ftom Moscon, has been livingin Stockholm on a research grant the past year, and he delivered a brilliant speech about "What NASA did wrong with Challenger (But Nasacon Didn't)" and othertpace issues. By the 

m asacor! is named after the Stockholm suburb it is held in — Nacka-SaltsjObaden — and not for any American institution.
fan?iSh pr°9ramme items' were numerous. There.was the softh t?nai 9amS Of "“te°rball"< an improved version of softball where you are "disintegrated" rather than "out" Truefans consider this an improvement, as "disintegrated" takes a second longer to pronounce than "out", thus giving the player an extra second to reach the base. 9 9

are transport th® nut across a table rather ^a" th0 floor of a big room. Anjr original contraption used for this is permissible...
Other attractions were the Vogon Poetry competition: the Just a minute panel (talk for a minute without hesitating, repeating or straying from the subject); "The Pun Panel"; Nasacon 42 , a fannish play about Nasacon 35 years in the future; "Feed the BEM", where one had to thrcJpotatoes^ the 

ragtime ^musi^ * BEM' a”d & 9°°d music show with synth and
Summed up, we had a jolly good time, lee-bears, cold corflu, blondes and all.

"Pride goeth before...” and Welcome!
Since Eurocon in Zagreb, I am now the proud owner of a heajvy block of dark green transparent plastic, handed over to me by WORLD SF president Gianfranco Viviani. It is World SF's HARRY HARRISON AWARD:"For improving the Status of Science Fiction Internationally."Thank you - this award means something to me.It was made out to "Roulof Goudrian", but who cares? Locus thinks I'm Belgian; and in the ConFederation newsletter a notice appeared that my name, "Roelf Goudrian", had been misspelt in the programme guide. It should have been "Roelof Gondriaan". These things happen...
This issue of SOB will be the first one a lot of fans, especially American fans, will see. We're sending out some 300 samples to people whb might be interested in European SF. For those people: the editorial policy of SOB is to cover news about SF § fandom worldwide, with the exception of Northern America. We do not exclude USA news because we have any negative sentiments about the USA (on the contrary) but there are already fanzines like File 770 and SF Chronicle that cover USA news in every sort of detail.Next issue, we hope to be Home again, and working with a new word processor, (the easy life!) Enjoy and, if you like the issue, please respond. (Roelof Goudriaan)
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curocon in zogreu
An editorial by Roelof Goudriaan
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ment. Unfortunately, since Carl had never existed

bury him. There is little justice in the world.
relived at my impressionable age the career of

and fannish fan. Then the fact of my slight stature, bad complexion and insufferable muteness at club
reaching the exalted status of Secret Master of

In those days, the gap between thought and action was narrow indeed. I sometimes wonder what cataclysms.have befallen me since, to make it so insurmountably wide now.

efforts. But he prevailed.
speculative science essays in favor of fanzine re-

J. G. Ballard and E. E. Smith, and instead began to put their emphasis on who got drunker than who at the latest club meeting. Convention reprots refrained from giving detailed summaries of guest of honour speaches, but instead concentrated .on the debauchery performed late at night during the room

finally gave it all up and disappeared into the welcoming folds of the Swedish Captain Future Society, never to be heard from again.

added a His first fannish act
zine modelled on the original American FANAC. Not surprisingly, he saved his most vitriolic ironies
like SCIENCE FICTION TIMES, SCIENCE FICTION FORUM and UNION SF — incidentally all published by John-Henri Holmberg, a dullard if ever one seemed to dominate fandom, according to Carl's high stand-

And beginning in late 1964, it all came true.Carl published FANAC incessantly. He started other fanzines, most notably the personal zine GAFIAC. He
with titles like "More fannishness is whatSwedish fandom needs!", and he corresponded inde- fatigably with all and sundry. At the culmination of all, he was simultaneously voted Best Fanzine Writer, and Best All-Around Fan in the first Swedish fan poll's second annual roundup. Not

Carl made his last published appearance in Sweden sometime in 1982, when he interviewd John-Henri 

particular, he didn't seem dead in the least. It
Swedish offspring seems,

But not without poking

keeping the fannish flames burning is still a task requiring constant vigilance and unfailing commitment.Why, only the other day,
he happened to notice that
pled a bheer can, instead of adding it to this thingwe are building in the back

Swedish fandom, as with most fandoms on the European continent, had been very correct, very seriously concerned with science fiction, with technology, with space exploration and the imminent arrival of functional anti-gravity or of flying

from Berkeley, then he had better create a new

FANDOM HARVEST by Terry Carrreview by Ahrvid EngholmPublished by LFP AB, Rasundavagen 129, S-171 30 Soina, 
SWEDEN.191 pp. Hardbound, 16$ US, plus $1.50 postage, cheques payable to John-Henri Holmberg

FANDOM HARVEST is the first title in what will hopefully be a series of English-language fan-writing col- 
publisher of Nova, Galax, etc. These books are aimed at the international market. Future books include a collection of the best fan writing by John Berry of Ireland.Terry Carr is well known as an sf-author, and even more so as an umpteen-times, award-winning editor. But how 
sf-fandom that Carr has made? Check the good ol' Hugo award lists and you-11 find a Hugo for a fanzine by the name of FANAC that was co-edited by Carr. Ask middle-aged American fans about the most important fanzine 25 years ago, and they will say something about INNUENDO. Carr is responsible for that one too. And who happened to master-mind the

This collection gives us a good cross-section ot tne best of Carr's fan writing career from the very start, 

beginning with FANAC and INNUENDO, and going to fan writing done as a pro in the semi-prozines. It tells us lots of interesting stories from the early days of famous Bherkley fandom (like how Carr "convinces" his girl-friend to operate his mimeo for him, or how LASFS did their amateur films), as well as a few pieces of terryfic fan-fiction (fiction about fans, as opposed to fan-fiction, which is just amateur sf). Have you ever wondered what can make a man go through eternal life? As we read on, the themes gradually move towards prodom. We learn how agents work (if you hope to sell a book for $750, don't go under $1250). Weunderstand why the best illustrators sell fewer books with their best covers. We chuckle about the half- minute during which Gene Wolfe had a Nebula, instead of Mr. No Award.The book is beautifully printed, hardbound, and each story is illustrated by Grant Canfield (including some of the best and funniest illos I've ever seen from him!). There are some complaints about a higher-than-average level of typos (Take note: the complaints were first heard from the publishers themselves!). This is understandable, when a non-English publishing house breaks into the English market, using typesetters that understand English, but don't use it as a native language. The book was proof-read, but the typos still spueezed through. It Sidn't disturb my reading, and it-s still a bargain for 
$16.
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UUNTUUJK.B CONCEPTION: February 13-15, 1987Leeds, Britain. A convention "to celebrate 50 years of ScienceFiction conventions" "Come to the plush Queens hotel for 24DELFTCON: 20 September 1986.Major one-day convention in Delft, the Netherlands. Presentations of the 10th annual Dutch-language SF
novel Coriolis are in the works. Will include good
Meijerstraat 5, 2613 XK Delft, Netherlands.

hours a day of drinking at reduced prices" "Three days of intense and happy commemoration for the start of CONVENTIONS those glorious events which bring us together periodically so we can face the real world the rest of the year!" "Sneer at the brass monkeys and demon milk float drivers as you take to the Leeds streets on a guided tour to the site of Where It All Began..."The tone of the flyer travels the middle road between theINTERCON: September 25-28, 1986the 1st International Science Fiction Festival in Warsaw, Poland. Organised by the Polish Fantasy and SF association, PO Box 77, 00-973 Warsaw 22, Poland, which is also the address

benign Trufannish smile at Serious conventions and an outright hoax, but do check them out for yourselves: Conception, 12 Feamville Terrace, Oakwood Leeds LS8 3DU, England.
BECCON '87: the 1987 EASTERCON!Metropole hotel, Birmingham, UK. For details send SAE toHANSE-CON: October 1986Second Hansecon, held in Lubeck, West Germany. Write to Frank Mdller, Stargasse 7, D-2400 Lubeck, BRD.
Beccon '87, 191 the Heights, Northolt, Middlesex UB5 4B , 
UK.

BENELUXCON 13: October 25, 1986.

hotel reservations through the committee, but info about hotels is available. Write to Patrick van de Wiele, Witgerstraat 3, B-9330 Herdersem (Aalst), Belgium.

EUROCON 1987: May 1987.Pascal Thomas writes that the ]987 French Eurocon has been going through some changes. "Death of projected GoH Rene Barjavel caused disintegration of the Perpignan team, and the event was moved to the nearby town of Montpellier. The new con chairman is Gilles Murat, artist and printer, and a fairly active character (I met him in late July) who is requesting
NOVACON 16: October 31-November 1, 1986De Vere Hotel, Coventry, UK. goH Ted Tubb, special
86 Berwood Farm Road, Wylde GReen, Sutton Goldfield, West Midlands, UK.

subsidies left and right (and appears to get them). This, however, meant he had to follow the municipal government when they asked him to change the date, which will now be the last weekend in May 1987. The address.for information is Gilles Murat, 112 route de Toulouse, F-34000 Montpellier, France."

Italian SF Magazines fascism as a basis of interpretation of sfnal and fantastic
Bruno Valle. themes. Chief editor of l'Altro Regno, De Turns, is the main theorist of this literary school based on esoterical
For many years, it has proven impossible to start an sf

The history of Italian sf is strewn with a row of periodicals which were forced to fold. Gamma, which published 27 issues between 1965 and 1968, was clearly too far ahead of its time (it published critical writings in a period where no-one was taking sf seriously yet), but in the last 
which folded after more or less troubled vicissitudes.
despite problems of establishing a good distribution. Most of 
not sold in bookstores, but available through subscription only. They also fail to pay their contributors on a regular basis. This makes it debatable whether they are "professional" magazines. For the moment, I'll only look at criteria like quality of print and circulation: I want some magazines left

Pulp is a magazine that can be pointed at as the symbol of the will and passion that animates some sf projects. The magazine was created by the tireless Gianfranco Briatore, a
is active in the "Space Opera Club", and in fact the middle 
news about the club;.however, Pulp also pays its contributors

proved to be too expensive, and Pulp disappeared from the bookstands and became available through subscription only. Keeping the initial printing quality. Pulp has now reached its 13th issue. It publishes mainly adventure SF by Italian
In comparison with Pulp, SF,.ere can boast of a long tradition. It started in 1978 as a stenciled fanzine, but turned "pro" with the second issue. Appearing five times per 

excellent artwork, and has featured good critical material, especially on Italian proto-SF. SF..ere is published by the

one Eurocon Award.L'Altro Regno is one of the two sf magazines published by
but Solfanelli picked it up in January 1985, and has

The main feature of l'Altro Regno is political ideology:

beliefs, myths and symbolisms.The ominous presence of such an "intelligentsia in Italian sf and fandom is not a recent development; for instance,De Turris has been one of the men behind the specialized publishing.house'"Fanucci" for many years. L'Altro Regno is at least quite definitely and recognizably of a fascist nature; there are critics present m clubs, fanzines and magazines who are more_ambigious, and in my opinion all the more dangerous because of it.Lovecraft is a very new magazine; the first issue appeared recently. The magazine's title says enough about its main scope: horror fiction and the supernatural. Editor of Lovecraft is film director Luig Cozzi (maybe better-known as "Lewis Coates"); among its staff and contributors are some of the main personalities of Italian sf. Lovecraft's first issue prints fiction by HPL, by the Belgian writer Jean Ray, Rosemary Timberley, Hamilton, Bradbury, but also contains a story by James G. Ballard as a testimonial to the width of 
editorial policy. .I'm concluding my outline of Italian sf magazines with two magazines from publishing house Nord, which.do have a wide distribution. The first one is La citta e le stelle, (after Arthur c. Clarke's THE CITY AND THE STARS), containing monographic critical essays. The four issues published since 1981 deal with "British SF in the 20th Century", "American SF from Philip K. Dick to Fiction by Women Writers", "Futuristic Views of Our Planet” and "From Victorian Age to Modern SF". Editor of the series is professor Carlo Pagetti, who is also teaching Anglo-American literature at the university of

Finally, Cosmo Informatore is the promotional magazine of Nord, distributed freely to people who buy Nord's books for some 15 years now. Though it's publicity, it contains material of interest: a large news-column edited by Mauro Gaffo and Piergiorgio Nicolazzini, fandom reports, reprints of critical 
prefaces, etc.
mentioned Italian magazines:
Pulp, Edizione Pulp, Casella Postale 63, 1-10098 Rivoli SpTTere, Gianni Pilo, Via Gallese 30, 1-00189 Roma, 
L'AltrcT Regno, Marino Solfanelli Edltore, Via G. Vitocolonna 12 

1-66100 ChietiLacitta' e le stelle and Cosmo Informatore, Editrice Nord, Via Rubens 25, 1-20148 Milano.
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